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THE TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING
The twenty-second annual meeting of the South Carolina
Historical Association was held at Lander College, Greenwood,
S. C., on April 5, 1952. Ruth Boyd, President 0£ the Association
presided.
At the morning session two papers were read and discussed:
"South Carolina Population Redistribution" by Julian Petty,
University of South Carolina; and "Attorney-General I. W.
Hayne and the Executive Council of S. C., 1861-1862" by
Lowry P. Ware, South Carolina Historical Commission.
The business meeting which was held at the beginning 0£ the
afternoon session heard and · accepted the Treasurer's report.
Officers chosen £or 1952-1953 were: Granville T. Prior, President;
Robert W. Barnwell, Vice-President; Charles H. Carlisle,
Secretary-Treasurer; and Austin L. Venable, Executive Com. mittee Member.
Ruth Boyd, President, called the attention of the Association
to the passing 0£ Dr. D. D. "\V-allace of Wofford College during
the past year. Robert L. Meriwether moved that the President
appoint a committee of one or more to draw up an appropriate
resolution and have the same printed in the Proceedings of the
Association. The motion carried and the President appointed
Charles E. Cauthen to write the resolution.
The President announced the decision 0£ the Executive Committee against a merger between the South Carolina Historical
Association and the South Carolina Historical Society.
Two papers were read and discussed at the afternoon session ;
"F. W. Dawson, South Carolina Editor" by S. Frank Logan,
Wofford College; and "Antonio N arifio, Precursor of Columbian
Independence" by Thomas Blossom, The Citadel.
After the afternoon session, the members had a choice of two
tours-one to the Old Star Fort near Ninety-Six and one to the
new Self Memorial Hospital.
At the banquet session, Anne King Gregorie, Editor of the
S. 0. Historical and Genealogical Magazine, addressed the Association on the subject, "Ben Tillman's Constitution."
The Executive Committee continued Robert D. Ochs as editor
0£ the Proceedmgs of the Association.

DAVID DUNCAN WALLACE (1874-1951)
The South Carolina Historical Association in its 1952 annual
meeting noted with deep regret the passing of Dr. David Duncan
Wallace, a charter member of the association and South Carolina's
most eminent historian.
The great-grandson of one of the original faculty of W ofl'ord
College, Dr. Wallace graduated from that institution in 1894,
became the first person to earn the Ph.D. degree in history at
Vanderbilt University in 1899, and thereafter until his retirement
under an age limit rule in 1947 was professor of History at the
Spartanburg institution. Through these long years of service he
was at once an effective teacher and productive scholar. From
an empressively long list of his historical writings two titles alone
would constitute a lasting monument to his ability: the Life of
Henry Laurens (1915) and the History of South Carolina (3 vols.,
1934). Indefatigable worker to the end he had in press at the time
of his death April 29, 1951, two additional works: South Carolina: A Short History 15120-1948 and the History of Wofford
College 1854-1949.
In the passing of Dr. Wallace South Carolina has lost a distinguished citizen, the profession a highly skilled practitioner,
and the South Carolina Historial Association one of its most
active and loyal members.

ATTORNEY GENERAL ISAAC W. HAYNE AND THE
SOUTH CAROLINA EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF 1862
LOWRY

P. w ARE

With the surrender of Fort Sumter in April, 1861, the emphasis
of the Civil War shifted quickly from Charleston harbor to
Northern Virginia and the West. South Carolina stripped the
leaders, materials, and men from its hurriedly erected coastal
defenses and contributed them to the Confederate forces in the
north and west. Paradoxically the state which had been most
conscious of its interests and rights in the Union now became the
least conscious of its self interest in the Confederacy. Despite
repeated warnings during the summer a Union force invaded
Port Royal in November, found only slight resistance, and
quickly overran most of the sea islands along the southeastern
coast. The Confederacy could promise little aid, and the ineffectual efforts of Governor Francis W. Pickens and the legislature
failed to arouse the people, to their own defense. · The invaders
pillaged the rich cotton plantations, spread disaffection among
the slaves, and posed a threat to the Charleston-Savannah railroad
and even Charleston itself.1
At the very height of this crisis, in late December, the Secession
Convention was called into an emergency session. It possessed
unlimited authority, it alone retained the confidence of the people,
and by common consent it included the state's most trusted and
able patriots. 2 Many of its earlier leaders, such as Robert W.
Barnwell, James L. Orr, and Christopher G. Memminger, were
absent in the services of the Confederacy, but other and lesser
known leaders rose to the challenge for a new and bold leadership.
One member, Attorney General Isaac W. Hayne, seemed to see
the situation more clearly than the others, and he virtually assumed the direction of the Convention and state in this crisis. 3
Isaac Hayne had neither been active in the early secession
movement nor prominent in the first sessions of the Secession
Convention. In fact he had carefully avoided political controversy during most of his public life. In 1831 he had left the
lFor a general picture of South Carolina in November and December, 1861,
see Laura A. White, "The Fate of Calhoun's Sovereign Convention in South
Carolina," American Historical Review, XXXIV (1929), 757-758 and Charles
Edward Cauthen, South Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865 (Chapel Hill, 1950),
137-138.
2Joi1rnal of the Convention of the P eople of S011th Carolina, held in 1860,
1861 and 1862 (Columbia, 1862), 301; Cauthen, S. C. Goes to W ar, 139-142.
3Cauthen, S. C. Goes to War, 139-142.
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South Carolina College and the study of law to succeed James H.
Hammond as editor of the states rights journal, the Southern
Times of Columbia. The next year he served as clerk of the
state's famous Nullification Convention and later became private
secretary to his cousin, Governor Robert Y. Hayne. 4 The
demands of his family soon cut short his political apprenticeship,
and in 1836 he left South Carolina politics for the lush cotton
lands of Alabama. There, after a short venture at planting, he
joined the Montgomery bar. Within a few years he returned to
South Carolina to practice law in Charleston and was elected
Attorney General. 5
Attorney General Hayne had remained aloof from the party
factionalism which characterized ante-bellum state politics. Even
in the Secession Convention, which climaxed the long movement
for Southern independence, he played an unspectacular, though
important, role. He became Governor Pickens' personal messenger
in the post-secession months and was chosen to deliver to President Buchanan South Carolina's final demand for Fort Sumter.6
Yet he remained always in the background during those days
of emotionalism and oratory. It was not until the crisis of late
1861 that his qualities-great energy, character, and couragebrought him to the fore. Then, while others deliberated, he proposed a bold plan of action which the Convention adopted in
early January, 1862 with the creation of a commission to remove
the displaced slaves from the coast, a naval commission, and,
most important, an Executive Council.7
This new Executive Council was strongly opposed by Governor
Pickens and his supporters in the Convention. It was a radical
departure from the Executive Council of early 1861 which the
same Convention had given Pickens just after secession. Whereas
the Governor had appointed the members and retained the power
of final decision on the first Council, the ordinance creating the
new body provided equal votes for the five members-the Governor, Lieutenant Governor W. W. Harlee, and three members
4For biographical sketches of Isaac W. Hayne, see Biogra.phical Sketches
of American Lawyers (April-May, 1852), 233-236; Theodore D. Jervey, "The
Hayne Family," The So11th Carolina Historical and Genealogical Magazine,
V (1904), 168-188; and Elizabeth Merritt, James H enry Hammond, 1807-1864
(Baltimore, 1923), 20.
5Biog. Sketches of Amer. Lawyers (April-May, 1852), 235-236.
6Harold S. Schultz, Nationalism and Sectionalism in South Carolina, 18521860: A Study of the Movement for Southern Independence (Durham, 1950),
154, 170, 198, 218. See also Journal of the Executive Council of 1861, January
30, February 9, MS volume in the possession of the Historical Commission of
South Carolina, Columbia, S. C. (Cited hereafter as J. E. C.-1861).
7 J ottrnal of the Convention, 55, 118, 273-274.
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selected by the Convention. 8 The Convention's choices, ex-Senator
James Chesnut, Isaac Hayne, and former Governor William H.
Gist, insured that body's control of its new creation. It conferred unlimited police, impressment, and conscription powers on
the Council and then adjourned on January 8th, subject to recall
by the petition of twenty members. 9
In the Council organization Chesnut became Chief of the
Military, Hayne the Chief of Justice and Police, and Gist the
Chief of Treasury and Finance. 1 ° Chief of the Military Chesnut's
specified duties seemed to overshadow those of Hayne and Gist;
but his ambitions lay in Richmond, he had not been active in
either the creation or defense of the Council, and, indeed, his
forceful wife, Mrs. Mary Boykin Chesnut, constantly besought
him to abandon it.11 Hayne, on the other hand, by his devotion
to every phase of its activity, became the Council's undisputed
leader and defender.
His own task as Chief of Justice and Police was the development of an effective internal security program. Despite Governor Pickens' recent praise for the loyalty of "all classes of
our people" there were potent threats to continued loyalty. 12
There had been rumored unrest among the free Negroes of
Charleston, and in Columbia many of the mrchants were
N orthern-born. 13 Hayne moved quickly and forcefully. He
alerted the cadets of the Arsenal Academy in Columbia and
the Citadel in Charleston to serve as a special night police. 14
And, though much of the critical defense area already lay
under martial law, he added a passport system for "strangers"
in Columbia and a special police court in Charleston. 15
Hayne received many charges of individual disloyalty but most
of the accusations proved more indicative of popular hysteria
than of actual misconduct. He and his agents investigated cases
in Marion, Newberry, Laurens, York, Columbia, and Charleston
Bfbid., 306-308,330, 336-338, 367, 370-371, 375.
9Jbid., 376, 378-379, 758, 793-796.
10Jbid., 395, 587, 649, 688, 793-796.
llMary Boy)-in Chesnut, Diary from Dixie. ed. by Ben Ames Williams
(Boston, 1949), 179, 213, 278 ; Joiirnal of the Convention, 588.
12Jbid., 674-676; Journal of the Senate of the State of So1ith Carolina (Columbia, 1861), 18.
13J. E. C.-1861, February 25; James L. Orr to Nelson H. Hill, Letterbook
of Governor Orr, No. 3 (1867), 178. MS volume in possession of the Historical
Commission of S. C.
14Journal of the Executive Council of 1862, February 19, April 16. MS
volume in possession of the Historical Commission of S. C. (Cited hereafter
as J. E. C.-1862).
15J. E. C.-1862, March 4, 6, May 1, 17.
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without making a single arrest or detention. 16 Only one case, that
of John Caldwell, president and director of the South Carolina
Railroad and a director of the Exchange Bank of Columbia,
proved lengthy or unusual. Caldwell was charged with acts and
sentiments incompatible with support of the Confederate cause.17
Hayne reported, after a careful inquiry, that Caldwell, a former
Unionist, had shown no sympathy for the North, though he had
often and openly despaired of the success of the Confederacy.
He had rejected Confederate bonds and currency as worthless.
Immediately following this report in mid-May the Council
unanimously petitioned the directors of the South Carolina Railroad, in view of the strategic value of their road to the Confederacy, to replace Caldwell with a more patriotic executive. 18
The directors refused, and the Council, though disavowing any
charge of disloyalty, was impelled by a sense of "imperative
duty to the state" to renew its request. It voted against airing
the incident in the press and the only public notice which appeared was that of the actual resignation of John Caldwell in
late October. 19
Both the Union invasion and the Council's own program of
impressing and assemblying slave labor along the vital coastal
defense line caused slave disturbances. There were servile insurrections in Chesterfield and Darlington which forced the
Council to suspend troop calls from those communities. 20 Even
wider disorder may have followed but for the work of Hayne.
He removed displaced slaves from the coast, levied fines on absentee slave owners, and secured the exemption from Confederate
service of essential slave overseers. 21
Other problems proved more difficult for Hayne than those
of disloyalty. Among his first moves he had authorized the
Confederate Commanders "to close all grog shops and prohibit
the sale of all intoxicating drinks." 22 This prohibition was extended to Columbia in March and a statewide ban clamped on
the distillation of scarce grains. 23 He licensed distillation for
medical purposes, purchased copper distilleries and lead pipes
16Journal of the Convention, 676 ; J . E. C.-1862, March 12, 15, May 14,
June 21, July 15, 21, September 12.
17J. E. C.-1862, May 14.
18J. E. C.-1862, May 15, 17, 19.
19Charleston Courier, October 23, 1862 ; J. E . C.-1862, May 24, June 2.
20J. E. C.-1862, September 16, 25.
21 J. E. C.- 1862, February 7, June 9, 24.
22J. E. C.-1862, February 7, March 1.
23Even the distillation of fruits was prohibited after May 15. J. E. C.-1862,
February 20, March 11, 12, May 15.
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for war use, and closely regulated transportation of alcoholic
beverages. 24 But whatever early value these controls may have
had, Hayne soon found them so difficult to enforce that he was
forced to abandon them. 25
Efforts to relieve the serious shortages caused by the prolonged
blockade were somewhat more successful. An experiment conducted by Lieutenant C. W. Geddes to manufacture artificial ice
for the hospitals failed. 26 However in the case of the more
critical salt shortage the Council decided that the very "health
of the Community" itself was at stake, and it gave Hayne a
special fund and force of agents t.o encourage salt production. 27
He conducted and published a salt census, surveyed the salt
springs of the interior, and financed the efforts of numerous
small producers along the coast. 28 •
Such piecemeal efforts promised no relief to the popular distress caused by the ravages of speculation and inflation. Hayne
was one of the few who sensed this and sought vainly for a solution. He indignantly branded the profiteers as guilty of "unrighteous and unconscientious extortion" and of a monopoly against
"the necessitious and the poor" and threatened them with prosecution as traitors. 29 He appealed to the cotton planters to turn fourfifths of their lands to the production of food. 30 In addition he
surveyed various Confederate states and cities, and found that,
though distress was universal, only North Carolina was willing
to cooperate in a system of price controls. 31 In the end he did
nothing but set up a state embargo on the export of such essentials
as grain, cattle, and meat. 32
The complexity of Hayne's own problems did not prevent him
from constantly aiding other Councilors in their work. He joined
with Chief of Military Chesnut in studying and reorganizing
the militia system. 33 He initiated the transfer of the facilities
of the South Carolina College to the Confederacy for use as a
hospital. 34 It was at his suggestion that the Council adjourned
E. C.-1862, February 20, April 3, May 15, October 31.
E. C.-1862, November 3.
26]. E. C.-1862, April 17.
211. E. C.-1862, May 15.
28J. E. C.-1862, February 5, March 12, 24, April 25, May 20, 26, 30, August
5, October 21, 30.
29J. E. C.-1862, April 4, 9.
30J. E. C.-1862, March 10.
s1 J. E. C.-1862, April 14, 15.
32J. E. C.-1862, April 21.
33J. E. C.-1862, February 7, 12, March 7,
34J. E. C.-1862, June 16.
24J.
25J.
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to Charleston to supervise directly the defense program during
a crisis in May 35 Perhaps his greatest single contribution was
his work in the impressment of slave labor for the coastal
fortifications.
He secured the first permission from the Council in early
February for the Confederate commanders to initiate the impressment of the able bodied slaves of the coastal districts. 36
Through the spring and summer he and Chesnut gradually
extended the program until by mid-July it covered the entire
state. 37 The labor calls, administered by Professor Francis S.
Holmes and a force of agents, never reached the demands of the
Confederate commanders, but they were extensive enough to
elicit a storm of protest from both the planters and the more
conservative Councilors, Gist and Harllee. 38 The disgruntled
planters protested that impressment was undermining the very
institution of slavery, and they began to seek the abolition of
the Council.39 By late summer their movement had forced Hayne
to leave his work almost completely to defend the Council itself.
He had always considered himself its father and defender. In
his capacity as Attorney General he declared the Council's creation and work both legal and proper. It derived its authority
directly from the accepted Calhoun doctrine of the unlimited
sovereignty of a "convention of the people."40 He even resented
attempts by the Council to limit its own authority. He well
illustrated his attitude when, following the adoption of a new
militia conscription plan, he moved that "all ordinances, acts,
resolutions and regulations from any authorities in this state,
conflicting with the above provisions, are hereby suspended in
their operation for and during the existing war". 41
The conflict hinged more clearly upon personalities than upon
political theory. The personal supporters of Governor Pickens
had denounced the creation of the Council as a "slur".42 Despite
his own opposition Pickens himself cooperated warmly with the
Council during its early months and even proposed that it embark
upon a more radical mobilization program. 43 Hayne apparently
became afraid that Pickens might come to dominate the Council,
35J. E. C.-1862, March 4, May 3, 7.
36J. E. C.-1862, February 5.
37J. E. C.-1862, March 11, 19, April 13, June 9, 12, 21 , 26, July 11.
38Charleston Mercury, August 22, 1862; J. E. C.-1862, J uly 28, August 7.
39Tri-Weekly So1'thern Guardian (Columbia), July 9, 1862.
40J 01'rnal of the Convention, 649, 653.
41J. E. C.-1862, March 3, 5.
42Edgefield Advertiser as quoted by the Charleston Co.trier, January 23, 1862.
43J. E. C.-1862, February 2.
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and in April he succeeded in replacing the first secretary of the
Council, F. J. Moses, Jr. who was also Pickens' private secretary,
with B. F. Arthur, the clerk of the Convention. 44 Other conflicts
followed and in July Hayne and Pickens exchanged sharp notes
over the Council in a controversy which leaked out into the
public press. Most of the state's newspapers, led by Richard
Yeadon's Charleston Courier, enlisted on the side of Pickens
under the banner of "constitutional government". 45 "\¥hen the
Pickens defenders united with the planters the anti-Council forces
became the most powerful and articulate political movement in
the state.
Hayne continued to defend the Council, and with powerful
logic he contended in a published letter to Pickens in August that
If the political Horn Book in which I was taught is not
all wrong, the Constitution itself was the creature of a Convention, no more authoritative, and of no broader powers,
than that against which you protest. You then the creature
of a creature, itself created by a Convention, assume to question the authority of a body in all respects the same with
that which established your office, and gave being to the body
which elected you. 4 6
Only a few newspaper correspondents, however, rallied to the
defense of the Council, and on September 9th the Secession Convention assembled in its fourth session amid a distinctly antiCouncil atmosphere. 47
The Convention delegated the examination of the records of the
Executive Council to a Committee of Twenty-one, and the consideration of the future of the Council to a Committee of Seven
The former committee agreed with Hayne that the Council, in
creation and operation, had been both necessary and proper;
the latter suggested that the disposition of the Council be left
to the incoming legislature. These reports were adopted despite
a number of proposals for more definite action, including a motion
by Hayne to preserve the Council by making it responsible to the
legislature. The legislature, which had come to consider the
Council as its arch enemy, not only eagerly abolished it but also
recorded its disapproval of the whole experiment.48
44J. E. C.-1862, April 9.
45Charleston Coiirier, May 1, 5, 8, 15, July 16, 24, 25, 31, August 1; Charleston M errnry, May 3, 1862.
46Charleston Courier, August 1, 1862.
47/bid., July 9 (One of the People), July 25, August 6 (Civis); Charleston
Mercury, March 12, 1862; J 011rnal of the Convention, 399, 656.
48/bid., 417, 425, 426, 429, 430, 433-434, 438, 734-736.
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The passing of the Executive Council of 1862 ended Isaac
Hayne's career as an important political leader. It would, indeed,
be difficult to consider him apart from the Council. If it were due
to Hayne that the Council was often autocratic and its program
austere, it was equally his achievement that the Council accomplished something of the miracle which had been desired of
it. Under its guidance South Carolina had clearly increased its
strength and confidence. Whereas at the beginning of 1862 Isaac
Hayne had headed a committee, which considered the burning
of threatened Charleston; by the end of 1862 his fellow Charlestonian, the poet laureate of the Confederacy, wrote that now the
city stood calm, as "all untroubled in her faith, she waits the
triumph or the tomb". 49
49/ournal of the Convention, 370-371; Henry Timrod's poem, "Charleston,"
which appeared in the Charleston M ermry on December 13, 1862.
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FRANCIS WARRINGTON DAWSON, 1840-1889
SOUTH CAROLINA EDITOR

s. FRANK LOGAN
True South Carolinians who let their minds drift to dreams of
the capital of civilization-the Holy City, even Charleston-are
likely to muse on such landmarks and institutions as Fort Sumter,
Citadel Square, the Hibernian Society, St. Michael's Alley, or
even Henry's. If so, they demonstrate an appreciation of culture
and life at its best-but overlook one of the veritable landmarks
of the town, the News and Courier, the oldest daily paper of the
South. Since the days of Reconstruction, its course has been
plotted by but few men-who in general have practiced the same
methods of navigation: Major James Calvin Hemphill, noisy and
pontifical editor who lifted the bushel from all his lights; Robert
Lathan, Carolina journalist who won a Pulitzer Prize while
there; W. W. Ball, "reasonable but reactionary" institution himself, who in 1951 gave way to Thomas R. aring, son of another
editor dipped deep in Charleston printer's ink. But all of these
notable lights have been but heirs to the man who brought modern
journalism to South Carolina, for the News and Courier since
1889 has been but a "lengthening shadow" of Francis Warrington
Dawson.
One who attempts to become acquainted with this English
expatriate soon learns that his biography is necessarily in large
measure the history of the News and Courier. 1 South Carolinians
of Dawson's day were fully aware of his importance as a political
figure and as the state's most prominent newspaper man. The
passage of time, however, has made of him somewhat of a
"forgotten man," except to students of history and to journalists
familiar with South Carolina history of 1866-1890. It is somewhat strange that of the trio of Southern journalists then most
widely known, Henry vV. Grady of the Atlanta Constitution and
Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal continue to be
fairly well-known, but Dawson has not.
The enemies that Editor Francis
Dawson incurred during
his journalistic and political career usually sought to attack
him by references to circumstances of his birth and early life.

,v-

,v-.

lEditor and Mrs. F. W. Dawson had two children, F. Warrington Dawson,
of Versailles, France, and Mrs. Herbert Barry, of West Orange, New Jersey.
They have been kind enough to make available the private papers of their father
by placing them in the Duke University Manuscript Collection. Mr. F. 'Warrington Dawson has also painstakingly made transcripts of papers in his
possession in Versailles which he has not deemed expedient to place in the
collection at this time.
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Colonel E.B.C. Cash employed this tactic in reply to the scathing
N&ws and Courier denouncement of his action in the CashShannon duel of 1880. "Since this paper war commenced on me,"
wrote Colonel Cash for publication, "I have endeavored to find
out something of the antecedents of F. W. Dawson, who edits the
'News and Courier.' He appears to claim to be of English birth
and if so, would be known in that country as 'Lackey' or 'Flunky';
by others he is belieYed to be a Yankee vagabond who 'guessed'
at his father's name and then made his way South during the
war, and while acting as boxing master and hostler for a Confederate General, played spy for the Yankee army". 2
In contrast to Colonel Cash's blunt insinuations regarding the
birth and early life of Francis Warrington Dawson, there is
little mystery as to the true facts. A birth certificate, issued in
the name of Austin John Reeks, recorded the birth of the first
son on May 20, 1840, to Mary and Joseph Reeks. 3 Scanty are the
facts regarding Austin John's early years. His father suffered
a financial set-back; and this, coupled with lack of training for
any profession, served to rob him of financial security during
the years when his family expenses were especially heavy. Fortunately for young Austin John Reeks, a sister of his mother offered to proYide the needed funds for the boy's education. After he
had studied seYeral years in private schools, his benefactress suffered a severe stroke and died suddenly in 1858 just as Austin
John was preparing to enter college.
At the time political tumult within the United States was beginning to claim the attention of the rest of the world. From the
beginning of the Civil vVar, Austin John Reeks ardently avowed
his sympathies for the Southern cause and avidly read of happenings in America. He decided that a royal road to romance
2£. B. C. Cash, The Cash-Shannon Duel (Greenville, S. C., 1881) , 18. This
pamphlet was reprinted in 1930 with an added appendix by Bessie Cash Irby.
8Dawson secured a notarized statement, for the protection of his family,
from his father verifying the facts of his birth and change in name. News and
Courier, December 7, 1930. The chief research into the early life of Francis
W. Dawson has been <lone by his son and namesake, F. Warrington Dawson,
II, who assembled most of his findings in an article appearing in this Charleston paper on the date noted. The present writer has been compelled to rely
in many cases on this study. However, in considering the possible family
prejudices which might appear in such work, the writer has attempted verification wherever possible. No evidence has appeared in such rechecking to
indicate possible inaccuracies in Mr. Dawson's able research. See also an
article about Dawson by his brother, the Reverend Joseph W. Reeks, "A
Catholic Soldier," The Month, A Catholic Magazine and Review, LXVI
(1889), 273-278.
Two other children were born of this marriage: Joseph William Reeks, in
1849, an<l Teresa Mary Reeks, in 1854.
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might be found by aligning himself with the cause of the Confederacy.
By October, 1861, the officials of the Confederate States of
America fully realized that among the pressing problems facing
them in their efforts to wage war and at the same time to organize
a government, the most imperative need was the securing of
diplomatic recognition by other nations, especially England and
France. Secretary of the Navy Stephen R. Mallory accordingly
directed Captain Robert B. Pegram of the O.S.S. Nashville to
carry diplomatic papers to England and to return with sorely
needed supplies. Pegram departed for England on October 21,
1861, and arrived in Southampton one month later.
Since this was the first vessel to display the Confederate flag in
British waters, the knotty problem of English neutrality abruptly commanded the attention of Queen Victoria's ministers.
The Queen promptly issued a statement of strict neutrality. 4
If the arrival of the Confederate vessel excited official England,
how 1uuch more did it excite the imagination of Austin John
Reeks! In this ship Reeks saw the removal of his most serious
problem, transportation to the Confederacy. After repeated
visits to Captain Pegram, he finally succeeded in securing the
consent of the commanding officer to take him as a crew member.
The lad, although twenty-one years old at the time, had more the
appearance of a youth than a man because his five-feet, ten-inch
statue had not yet developed the breadth of shoulders and
massive, yet well-proportioned muscles which marked him so in
later years. Jubilant with the promise of a passage to the Confederate States, the youth hastened home to attempt removal of
his second problem: parental objection.
Joseph A. Reeks, fearing the possibility of his son's being
treated as a pirate guilty of treason against the United States in
the event of capture aboard a Confederate vessel, objected
strenuously to Austin John's earnest pleas for parental consent.
Fear of possible disgrace to the family name, in which the father
took great pride, seemed to be the main objection. Suddenly
and impulsively, the son brought his entreaties to a startling
climax. "Is that what you fear?" shouted Austin John. "Well,
I'll go and behanged under a name of my own!"
The name he selected was Francis Warrington Dawson: Francis
as a Christian name, because, being a Catholic, he had selected
4Qfficial Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the
Rebellion (Washington, D. C., 1894-1922) Series I, Vol. I , 745-753. William
C. Whittle, Cruises of the Confederate States "ShewJJndoah" and "Nashville"
(Norfolk, Va., 1910), 24-31.
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at the time of his confirmation, the name of St. Francis of Assisi;
vVarrington as a mid<lle name, by changing somewhat the family
name vVarren of near relatives; Dawson as a surname, because it
was the name of the soldier-uncle whose widow, Mrs. William A.
Dawson, had financed his education.
On February 28, 1862, the Nashville landed at Moorehead City,
North Carolina. Upon his arrival in the Southern States he was
commissioned a naval officer but inactivity in this branch of the
service caused him to resign his commission and enlist as a
private in the army. As the offspring of a father whose people
were of the Catholic church and of a mother whose family had
military careers as a profession, this boy maintained a reverence
for sacred concepts coupled with a courage and a crusading zest
to engage in battle. In him was a peculiar blending of religious
qualities, literary ability, fine arts training, a militant spirit, a
willingness to defend his convictions with tremendous vigor on
all occasions, and a mind incapable of fear. At the war's end
Dawson had participated in all the campaigns and battles in
which General Longstreet's corps had been engaged from the
first of 1862 through November, 1864, when he joined General
Fitzhugh Lee's Carnlry Division; he had risen from private to
captain and he had been wounded three times in battle and captured as a prisoner of war once but exchanged after three weeks.
Several citations of Dawson as a brave and gallant officer appear
in the Official War Records of the Rebellion. 5
Return to civilian life brought with it an important decision for
Frank Dawson. 6 As a penniless youth he had entered the war.
By the end of the struggle he had not bettered his financial
condition, having in addition to the uniform he was wearing,
only a "3 cents postage stamp and the change from a $5.00 greenback." Dawson's decision to remain in the South probably was
not a difficult one for him to make. During his service in the
war he had made many friends, especially in Virginia, where
his war record could be compared favorably with thatJ of any
native. Poverty in the South was the common rather than the
exceptional condition; indeed, in some respects it amounted to an
asset. Another convenient prerequisite for success in the postbellum South was to bear upon one's body the honorable scars
5Francis W. Dawson, Reminiscences of Confederate Service, 1861-65
(Charleston, 1882), 3. Privately printed (100 copies). The subject of foreign
recruits in the Civil War has been extensively treated by Ella Lonn, Foreigne1·s
i,i the Confederacy ( Chapel Hill, 1940).
6Although selecting the name Francis as a given name and employing it the
rest of his life, Dawson more frequently was called Frank by his family and
close associates.
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of battle. In this respect Frank W. Dawson could consider himself eminently well qualified.
After a brief period of post-war drifting in the vicinity of
Petersburg, Virginia, he succeeded in securing a job as a reporter
for the revived Richmond (Virginia) Daily Examiner at a salary
of $80.00 per month. At this time a friendship developed between
Dawson and another member of the newspaper staff, Bartholomew
Rochefort Riordan, a veteran newspaperman, who evidently
encouraged the cub reporter. 7
Riordan discussed with his new friend the idea that he had
long entertained of "starting a cheap and popular newspaper in
Charleston, South Carolina. He said that the Charleston newspapers were very slow and old-fashioned, and that there was a
fine field for a new and bright paper . . . " 8 These discussions
at this time amounted to little more than pipe dreams, because
both men lacked the capital needed to finance such an expensive
undertaking.
The Examiner, for incurring the wrath of the Federal occupation forces, was suspended in March, 1865, and the Richmond
Dispatch promptly employed Dawson as a legislative and local
reporter at $100 per month. Riordan, however, after working
briefly in ·washington, D. C., returned to Charleston, South Carolina, where he had worked as a newspaperman during the war,
and there joined the staff of the Charleston Courier. He had
worked for the Charleston 11!ercury as its managing editor during
his former stay in Charleston. A club foot affliction had kept him
from military service.
In the fall of 1866 Riordan saw a way to bring his Richmond
friend to that city. Robert Barnwell Rhett, Jr., had decided to
resume publication of the Charleston Mercury, a leading South
Carolina paper which had been suspended upon the defeat of the
Confederacy. When Rhett, in his efforts to assemble a staff,
failed to entice Riordan, a former employee, away from the
Courier, he was persuaded by Riordan's enthusiastic recommendation of Dawson to offer him a job as Assitant Editor. Dawson
accepted.
On November 10, 1866, Captain Dawson arrived in Charleston,
and for eleven months he served under Rhett on the staff of the
Charleston lJfeJ'cury. During that time the ambition to operate
a "new and bright" paper in Charleston, which Riordan and
7Dawson to his mother, Mrs. J. A. Reeks, January 11, 1866. Original letter
in possession of F. Warrington Dawson, Versailles, France. Dawson, Remi1i,.
iscences, 158.
BJbid., 158.
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Dawson had discussed while working together in Richmond,
remained foremost in their thoughts. By pooling their information, both men came to know full well the current status of two
of Charleston's three dailies. The other paper, the Daily News,
we may be sure, received closest scrutiny from the two men.
Charleston could not profitably support three daily papers,
especially in the late 1860's. The first one to lapse into a nonpaying status was the junior paper. Aware that the News could
not long continue as it was, Riordan and Dawson entered into
correspondence with Benjamin Wood, editor and proprietor
of the New York Da:ily News, who was secretly supplying the
necessary capital to operate the Charleston News. 9 By October,
1867, Riordan, Dawson, and Wood finally agreed on a reorganization of that paper, and the following notice appeared in
the editorial columns of the paper on October 28, 1867:
The undersigned, having purchased the Charleston Daily
News establishment, have this day formed a co-partnership
under the name and style of Riordan, Dawson & Co. . . .

B. R.

RIORDAN

FRANCIS

w.

DAWSON

HENRY EVANS.

A particularly puzzling problem was the appearance of Henry
Evans as a member of the firm. The sole reason for his appearance
in the arrangement was for the purpose of continuing to conceal
Benjamin "\Vood's interest in the Charleston paper. 10
By 1867, Riordan, a Virginian, though only twenty-eight years
old, had ten years of valuable newspaper experience behind him.
In this new venture with the News, Riordan, knowing full well
how a paper should be operated at a profit, knowing what constituted news, and knowing what should and what should not be
printed, was to prove a steady co-manager. Though not a facile
writer, Riordan had the ability to analyze critically material
written by others. Through his efforts and concern with financial
management, Riordan has been credited with re-establishing the
paper on a firm financial foundation. 11
9Mary E. W. Mayfield, Complainant, Versus B. Rochefort Riordan and
Francis W. Dawson, Defendants, United States Court, District of South Carolina, Fourth Circuit. Roll Number 177/ 1/2. Testimony of Benjamin Wood,
April 7, 1879.
lOJbid.

11News and Courier, April 20, 1904; News and Coiffier, May 1, 1928, 125th
Anniversary Edition.
William L. King, Newspaper Press of Charleston, S. C. (Charleston, 1872),
182-183.
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Dawson, Riordan's junior by one year, had by 1867 acquired
sufficient experience in newspaper work to give him confidence
to undertake his new role. Unlike papers of today, a newspaper
which achieved success in this period usually had at its head a
dynamic personality of whom the public was daily aware. That
energetic, forceful personality for the News proved to be Francis
1V. Dawson. His brilliancy as a journalist was to make him
South Carolina's foremost newspaper personality from 18'.70
to 1889.
Dawson from the beginning of his career in journalism and
politics was a subject of controversy. Widely acclaimed by many
for his efforts to guide South Carolina in her political and
economic rebuilding after the Civil War, he has also been assailed
with equal bitterness by others. "\i\Thenever Riordan and Dawson's
paper came under attack, as it frequently did, the attack centered
on Dawson; whenever it came in for praise, as it also frequently
did, Dawson received the praise. Yet without his reliable and
capable fellow editor and manager, Dawson could never have
devoted as much attention to political affairs as he did, especially
from 1875 to 1885.
Though the state capitol was located in Columbia, the geographical center of the state, Charleston in 1867 still retained
its leadership in the political, social and economic life of South
Carolina. Editors of Charleston newspapers, therefore, had an
eye toward circulation throughout the state rather than to the
narrow confines of one city.
From the beginning, the new managers emphasized the gathering and reporting of news as quickly as it was then possible;
the elimination of unduly long political speeches and essays;
and the promotion of Charleston and South Carolina in every
manner possible. Even though the first ten years of their journalistic careers necessarily entailed a major emphasis of political
discussion because of the unprecedented Reconstruction exigency,
Riordan and Dawson were ever on the alert to encourage new
industries, new commercial opportunities, diversified farming
and immigration. Professors Broadus Mitchell and George S.
Mitchell in their study of the Industrial R evolution in the South
place Dawson in a paramount role. 12
Dawson devised the effective slogan "Bring the Cotton Mills to
the Cotton" and used it again and again as an editorial title in
the 1870's and 1880's. His intensive campaign against the pernicious practice of dueling in 1880 after the famed Cash-Shannon
12(Baltimore, Md., 1930), 9, 74-75.
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duel resulted in state wide rejection of this method of settling
differences among gentlemen. The publicity resulting from this
affair made it apparent that no two "gentlemen" could any longer
privately settle their differences without having searching reporters hot on the trail to produce scorching headlines spreading
the entire affair before the public. Such sensationalism, which
had as its theme hilarious ridicule, would nullify the principal
motive for which the code duello had been established.
Because of the lack of advertising patronage, the M ercury
suspended publication in November, 1868. By adhering for fifty
years to an unrelenting policy of militant states rights and free
trade, it had become a symbol of The Lost Cause. Its editor,
R. Barnwell Rhett, Jr., in a lengthy farewell included this statement: "It [the Union] no longer exists, but has perished with
the Constitution which established it ... I take my place among
her ruined children ... better so than to the proudest and most
honored of her successful enemies . . .ma In sharp contract to
Rhett's attitude, Dawson expressed his views at the time in this
manner: "Respect for ourselves and our fathers requires us to
reverence the past; but we cannot rebuild the fallen structure,
and it would be simply foolish in our people to spend the fleeting
years of opportunity in lamentation; let us help rear it, and
make it better if we can". 14
Francis W. Dawson during his challenging first year of editorship also found time to enter into Charleston social and political
life and to complete the details of his American citizenship. 15
It had not taken him very long after his arrival in Charleston to
meet a young lady of his liking. We know very little about the
circumstances under which he met Virginia Fourgeaud, daughter
of the Eugene Fourgeauds, or the length of their courtship. In
any case, at a Catholic nuptial mass on May 1, 1867, Virginia
Fourgeaud and Francis W. Dawson were united in marriage,
with a wedding reception following the ceremony at the home of
Mrs. John LaFitte, aunt of the bride. 16
When the JIercury suspended, the Oourier remained the most
serious competitor of the Riordan, Dawson and Company publication. For a time the Courier regarded the N ews as a flashy upstart. First published on Monday, January 10, 1803, by Aaron S.
13R. Barnwell Rhett, Jr., A Farewell to the Sitbscribers of the Charlestoti
M errnry (Charleston, S. C., 1869), 4.
14News, February 24, 1869.
15Certificate of Citizenship. Dawson Papers.
16F. Warrington Dawson to Logan, May 30, 1946. Mrs. Herbert Barry to
Logan, July 11, 1946. Interview with Miss Marie Magrath, March 25, 1947.
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Willington and Loring Andrews, the Oourier was the oldest
daily paper in the Carolinas. But on the last day of December,
1872, "the old lady of East Bay," i.e., the Courier, notified her
subscribers of her impending demise. With the death of the last
of the senior associates, the heirs determined to liquidate their
holdings by selling the paper at auction, which took place in
the early part of 1873.
On the many friendships formed by F. W. Dawson while serving in the Confederate forces, his association with James M.
Morgan, son of Judge Thomas Gibbes Morgan 17 of Louisiana
most directly affected his subsequent personal life. After the
Civil War Morgan had purchased the old Wade Hampton plantation, four miles below Columbia on the Congaree River and he
had brought from Louisiana his unmarried sister, Sarah Fowler
Morgan, and his widowed mother to live with him.
Shortly after settling on the Hampton Plantation in 1872,
Morgan had just completed his lunch in Columbia at Pollock's
restaurant when two prominent Columbians, feuding at the time,
happened to meet in the eating place. In the shooting scrape
which followed, Morgan received serious wounds and his dining
companion was killed. When Dawson learned that his friend
"Jimmy" lay gravely ill in Columbia, he hurried up to see him.
Here he met for the first time, Sarah Fowler Morgan, then
thirty years of age. During James Morgan's long convalescence,
Dawson frequently made trips to Columbia to visit him, and
thus he came to know Sarah Morgan quite well.
Sickness had become a familiar companion to Dawson by
1872. His wife, shortly after their marriage, developed tuberculosis. After a long illness she died at the age of twenty-nine
on December 6, 1872, five years after their marriage. To Dawson,
naturally endowed with an intense emotional disposition and
subject to modes of elation and depression, his wife's sickness
and suffering had been an oppressive ordeal and Sarah Morgan
must be credited with bringing him from despair and moodiness
at a time when his journalistic duties required special attention.

~
~

From the time of his first meeting with Morgan's sister, Dawson
felt strongly drawn to this Louisiana belle. Not only was she
physically attractive to him but as he came to know her better,
he realized how intellectually capable she was. Within a few
17Sarah Morgan Dawson, A Confederate Girl's Diary (Boston, Mass., 1913),
passim; Milledge L. Bonham, Jr., "James Morris Morgan," Dictionary of
American Biography (New York, 1930), XIII, 172.
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weeks of his wife's death, Dawson wrote his first letter to "Miss
Sarah," plainly aYowing his feelings toward her. 18
Of particular interest are Dawson's letter to Sarah Morgan
during the first three months of 1873, for they give an intimate
view of the News and Courier combination. Just when Riordan
and Dawson began to consider the possibility of purchasing the
Courier is not known, but the first mention of the coming auction
sale of his rival is in Dawson's letter of February 11:
Mr. Riordan, my partner, is completely bouleverse [upset].
He discovered today that there is a combination in Charleston ... to buy up our old rival The Courier and crush out
The News by sheer weight of money. Their main reason is
that The News is unreasonably independent, and cannot be
wheedled or browbeaten into grinding any private axe. I
am not a bit scared. . . .
On the day of the auction Dawson wrote parts of his letter
to Sarah at different times thereby giving an excellent relay of
his activities:
(In the morning) In a few minutes I am going to this
sale of The Courier. . . . What if we should buy The Courier
& the excitement should kill Riordan? . . .
4pm We have bought that paper for $7,100; $3,000 less than
I was ready to pay. . . .
Finally, a few days later, he gave the waiting Sarah the news
that the deal had been closed except for technicalities:
Well! About this Courier. I had two ideas: one was that
it would enable me to make more money; the other was that
it would give me more power of doing good & that with
your aid I could meet the responsibility worthily. Of course
the money part is put first because a certain 'gentila donna'
insists that she must have ten thousand a year & because
there is for me, without her neither money nor fame ....1 9
The combined papers appeared for the first time on Monday,
April 7, 1873, under the new name, the News and Courier. Nine
months later, January 27, 1874, Sarah Fowler Morgan and
Francis Warrington Dawson were married by Catholic Bishop
Patrick N. Lynch of Charleston. Sarah Morgan, incidentally,
was an Episcopalion and she remained so.
lSF. W. Dawson to Sarah F. Morgan, January 13, 1873. Original letter in
possession of F. \,Yarrington Dawson.
10Qriginal letters in possession of Mr. F. Warrington Dawson.
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The years 1867-1877 are the Dark Years in South Carolina
history. By 1867 the state had traveled only a short distance on
the long, uncharted road to resumption of normal statehood in
the Federal Union as well as to normal functioning in state
affairs. From the day that Riordan, Dawson and Company
assembled their first edition of the News, Editor Dawson plunged
into the political scene as a self-appointed leader. Determined
to wage a relentlessly bitter war against the forces of Radicalism
rampant in the state, his paper never lacked a program of what
Dawson called the "true policy." Such was the intensity of his
convictions that once having determined upon a course of a~tion,
he could brook no opposition. In the course of this battle, Dawson
became a figure of tremendous political power in the State. 20
With one conspicuous exception (the late William Arthur
Sheppard, who in Red Shirts Remembered, espouses Martin W.
Gary as the discarded man in South Carolina politics), students
of South Carolina history acknowledged the significant and beneficial influence of Dawson and the News and Oowrier. To select
only one such example, it is worthwhile to present a statement by
one who has co-authored the recognized study of South Carolina
in Reconstruction, Robert H. Woody:
Dawson . . . was the ablest, most fearless and relentless
of all the editorial critics of the Republican regime. . . .
his editorials cited volume and page and preserved sufficient
saneness to give them weight . . . Denouncing, arguing,
demanding reform, in season and out, Dawson's pen was
persuasive and eloquent, often, we think, a determining £actor
in the course of events . . . Dawson was a power in the
state and knew it. One may assert it dogmatically, but the
writer thinks that never in South Carolina's turbulent history has a single paper so dominated the thought of the
state. 21
In 1877, on October 29 an important notice appeared in the
News and Courier. "B. R. Riordan and F. W. Dawson having
purchased the interest in the Firm of Riordan, Dawson and
Company, said Firm is hereby dissolved by mutual consent."
20For contradictory appraisals of Dawson's role in South Carolina life
during Reconstruction see Alfred B. Williams, Hampton and His Red Shirts,
South Carolina's Deliverance in 1876 (Charleston, S. C., 1935), passim; and
William A. Sheppard, Red Shirts Remembered; Southern Brigadiers of the
Reconstntction Period (Atlanta, Ga., 1940), passim.
21Robert H. Woody, Republican Newspapers of Soitth Carolina, 52. In
Southern Sketches (Charlottesville, Va., 1936, Ser. I, No. 10) ed. by J. D.
Eggleston. Dr. Woody discusses the News and Courier in comparison to the
Republican newspapers and does not imply that it was one.
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Riordan and Dawson then formed a partnership which lasted
for five years. The last major change in the organization of the
business within the years in which this paper is concerned took
place in January of 1882. The South Carolina General Assembly
granted a charter to the two men and their associates to form
The News and Courier Company with a capital stock of $100,000
in two hundred shares of $500.00 each. For an unexplained reason, Riordan sold his interest in the News and Courier Company
in 1884 and moved the following year to New York where he
engaged in the cotton brokerage business. Rudolph Siegling,
wealthy Charleston banker and financier, acquired a large interest in the company subsequent to Riordan's withdrawal.
Dawson's last great battle centered against Pitchfork Ben
Tillman. In the earliest days of Tillman's rise to prominence
Dawson thought that Tillman only wanted to establish an agricultural college, and hence he had supported the colorful agrarian
leader. Tillman's rise to public notice had come through the
publication of his "letters from a farmer" which the News and
Oourier published and spread throughout the state from 1885 to
1887. But as Tillman's political aspirations became plain, there
soon came a time when their differences were echoed throughout
South Carolina and Tillman denounced Dawson as a "buzzard
who had escaped from the market house in Charleston and gone
into the News and Courier office where it was spewing its slime
all over me". 22 This vulgar denounciation of Dawson was to
make it impossible for the two men to agree again on any mutual
aims. Either one or the other must go down in political defeat.
Tillman rightly saw Dawson as his most powerful enemy, as
the man w horn he had to destroy if he expected to succeed in
South Carolina politics. That this unalterable parting of the
way had to come between the two men was inevitable. Dawson
represented to Tillman that clique of aristocratic Bourbons who
had regained political control of South Carolina from the Radicals in 1876. Although establishing a "government by gentlemen"
or a "class government," the Bourbons had governed economically
and without corruption, but Tillman would not admit such a
claim. That Dawson represented the most progressiYe element in
this group is probably true. But, in the final analysis, Dawson's
heart, his intellectualism, his manners and his preference for
filling political office by the convention rather than the primary
22News and Courier, July 21, 1888.
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method, all had to place him in the anti-Tillman camp. 23 The
fight between what Tillman termed "Dawsonism versus Tillmanism" was at its peak in March, 1889 and was destined never
to be resolved.
On Tuesday afternoon, March 12, 1889, Francis W. Dawson
left the News and Oourier office at 3 :15 o'clock, his customary
time of departure for four o'clock dinner at his home on Bull
Street. He. was immaculately dressed, as was his custom, and
over his light gray business suit he had donned an overcoat.
Wearing tight kid gloves and juantily swinging his light malacca
cane, he boarded the horse-drawn car which traveled up Broad
Street, made a right turn, and continued up Rutledge Street.
J. F. Ficken and Julian Mitchell, two Charleston attorneys also
on their way home to dinner, chatted pleasantly with the editor.
Nothing in his actions belied other than his usual amiable manner.
When the car had reached the corner of Bull and Rutledge, the
editor swung off. Instead of heading down Bull Street the
several hundred yards to his home where his wife and two
children were waiting to have dinner with him, Dawson crossed
diagonally to 95 Rutledge Street, a handsome residence, one
house removed from the southwest corner of Rutledge and Bull
Streets. It was the home of Dr. Thomas B. McDow, thirty-six
year old practising physician. At twenty minutes to four o'clock
he entered Dr. McDow's medical office which opened on to the
street. That was the last time that Captain Rawson was ever
seen alive.
Dawson had a serious motive for calling on McDow, whom he
did not know personally. On the Friday before, the editor had
gone to Captain Joseph Golden of the Charleston police for
advice and assistance. Some one had informed . Dawson that
one of his household employees, a Fre~ch governess by the name
of Marie Burdayron, had been seen in disreputable company.
This twenty-two year old girl had been brought to America two
years prior to 1889 under the protective custody of Mrs. Dawson,
who had employed her in Geneva, Switzerland, as a governess
for the two Dawson children. Marie Burdayron had never applied for American citizenship. Dawson, telling Golden that he
did not desire to have an employee in his home who was not
honest and upright, had requested that she be shadowed by some
23For the use of such terms as "government by gentlemen" and "class
government" as well as a vindication of political leadership from 1876 through
1890 see D. D. Wallace, History of South Carolina (New York, 1934), III
Chapters 49 and 50; W. W. Ball, The State That Forgot (Indianapolis, Ind.,
1932), passim.
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member of the police force for evidence of misbehavior. The
police did so and had reported to him that she had been seen in
the company of Dr. McDow, whose reputation left much to
be desired. 24
From McDow's statement to newspaper reporters after he had
notified the police in the late afternoon of March 12, 1889, that
Captain Dawson had been killed in the doctor's office and from his
testimony three and one-half months later when he was on trial
for this murder, it is possible to obtain a biased account of what
took place between the two men. 25 Dawson accused McDow of
conduct unbecoming a gentleman and notified the doctor that if
he continued his attentions to Miss Burdayron that the editor
would publish him in the papers. McDow ordered Dawson to
leave his office.
With this reply from McDow, Dawson instantly struck him
a blow on the head with his cane and another blow with his left
hand. 26 According to the Doctor this attack threw him across his
office lounge, and Dawson struck him again as McDow came to a
sitting position and before he could regain his footing. McDow
later stated that he had had great aprehension for his life,
fearing that the next blow would kill him. He rose, pulled from
his hip pocket a pistol, which he habitually carried, and fired
one shot at Dawson as he was preparing to cane him again.
Dawson staggered a moment, then fell to the floor where he died
almost instantly.
Dawson's death came at no later than four o'clock. From then
until six-thirty p. m. McDow sought frantically for means to
remove all traces of the crime. After having disposed of Dawson's
hat and cane by throwing them into a back yard privy, he located
a place to bury the body. At a distance of a few feet from the
back door of the office, at the end of a passageway, there was a
24Dawson had in his pocket two written reports from Captain Golden which
reported that the doctor and the girl were meeting one another. When Dawson
ha<l been given the reports by Golden, the police officer warned him that he
had better be careful since McDow was a man whose reputation was not of
the best and that perhaps the editor had better take no notice of him. In the
face of this warning, Dawson, who always refused to carry a pistol on his
person, went unarmed to McDow's house. Golden's statement to a reporter
of the News and C01irier, March 13, 1889. Also his testimony at the trial of
the State versus McDow.
25In giving McDow's version of the altercation, the writer by no means
accepts it as true. It is the only version which it is possible to give, there being
no witnesses.
26No mention was ever made during the trial of the weight of the cane.
It is now in the possession of F. Warrington Dawson, who states that it
weighs 175 grams, which is less than seven ounces. F. Warrington Dawson
.to Logan, July 9, 1946.
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recess under the-stairway which led to the main floor of the home.
It had a half door for its entrance. Taking up the floor boards
of this recess, he dug a shallow grave. Then with great difficulty27 he dragged the body to this grave and dumped it in.
No sooner had he done so than he began to realize the stupidity
of attempting to hide his victim. His next move was to bring
Dawson's body from its awkward resting place back into the
office. Once there, he carefully tried to remove all traces of
his first efforts at concealment. At six p. m. he dashed over
to the Dawson residence in an attempt to see Marie Burdayron
with the intention, he later said, of having her inform Mrs.
Dawson of her husband's fate. Since the governess was not in,
he returned to his home with his story untold. Seeing no other
course to follow, he surrendered to the police.
Word of Dawson's death and the strange manner in which it
occurred spread around seven p. m. like "an electric current of
information :from mouth to mouth, street to street, ward to
ward." The telegraphic wires spread the news throughout the
state and sent up a "thrill of horror." The Greenville News
could not "remember an event in the history of this State which
had excited such horror stricken interest as the murder of Captain
Dawson at Charleston".2B
Francis Warrington Dawson figured in the last cause celebre
in the sensational week-long trial of the State versus Thomas
Ballard McDow during June, 1889. The case had created widespread interest and Charleston was teeming with excitement during the week of the trial. The defense plainly sought to place
27Jn telling his story McDow was careful to emphasize the athletic appearance of the two hundred pound editor in contrast to himself, a mere "pigmy"
weighing one hundred and thirty pounds.
28Funeral services were conducted at the Cathedral Chapel on Wednesday
afternoon, March 13, with interment following in the Saint Lawrence
Cemetery.
Dawson's obituary notice listed him as one of the vestry of the Cathedral
Parish, one of the harbor commissioners, a member of the Survivors' Association, the Saint Cecilia Society, the Charleston Club, the Hibernian Society,
and the Saint Patrick's Benevolent Society. News and Courier, March 13, 1889.
Mrs. Sarah Morgan Dawson continued to wear mourning for her husband
the rest of her life. She maintained her residence in Bull Street until the
marriage of her daughter, Ethel, in 1898. General Rudolph Siegling acquired
the controlling interest in The News and Courier Company after Dawson's
death. Mrs. Dawson never took an active part in the management of the paper.
She disposed of her Charleston property in 1899 ( or 1900) and went abroad.
She lived the remainder of her life with her son, F. \Varrington Dawson, in
France. Death came to her May 5, 1909. Mrs. Herbert Barry to Logan,
July 11, 1946. Dawson Papers.
Miss Marie Burdayron, "the lady in black" as the press described her, was
sent back to Europe several months after the trial was over. Mrs. Dawson
made the arrangements for her return to her home.
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as many Negroes on the jury as possible, because Dawson had
incurred their disfavor with his recent editorial policy of favoring resort to speedy lynching in cases of Negroes involved in
rape attempts. The jury, when finally selected, consisted of
seven Negroes and five whites. McDow's defense, of course, was
that it was justifiable homicide. Despite strong evidence that
McDow had shot Dawson in the back as he prepared to leave the
office, the jury turned in a verdict of "not guilty." The press, now
that the trial was over, wrote thousands of words about this South
Carolina trial, and the verdict was generally regarded throughout
the state and the nation as an outrage on justice.
Thus ended in strange fashion the life of the "foreigner" who
had so richly earned the title of South Carolinian.
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ANTONIO NARINO, PRECURSOR OF COLUMBIAN
INDEPENDENCE
THOMAS BLOSSOM

Crane Brinton in his book The Anatomy of Revol!u.tion 1 did
not pay much attention to the Revolutions which separated Latin
America from the Iberian peninsula, but some of his statements
about the nature of Revolutions and revolutionaries could be
tested with some success in the case of Antonio N arifio, Precusor
of Colombian independence, and best known abroad as the
translator and printer of the first Spanish translation in Columbia of the French Revolutionary Declaration of The Rights of
Man and the Citizen. Under what conditions will a young man
who is noble, rich, happily married, successful in business, popular
with a wide circle of friends, and a high official in the government, write and plan to overthrow the very system of government to which he owes his own position 1 Brinton has suggested
some of the general conditions under which such a "desertion of
the intellectual" takes place, and it is significant to note how many
of these conditions were increasing in number and importance
throughout the eighteenth century in Colombia.
In pre-revolutionary societies approaching the climax of violent action some of the more easily recognized symptoms of the
disease are: the ferment of ideas and ideals; the increase in talking and writing about methods of speeding up the material realization of a better world; a changing economy, bringing a new
class of wealthy citizens to economic power who are dissatisfied
when they discover that they are not immediately accepted on
a social and political level of equality with the older aristocracy;
and, finally, a tendency of this dissatisfied element to stir up,
combine with, and use the ever-present injustices and dissatisfactions of the lower classes as a weapon to overthrow the old
aristocracy. 2 Brinton applied his analysis primarily to the English Revolution of 1640, the French Revolution of 1789, and the
Russian Revolution of 1917, and secondarily, with less correlation, to the American Revolution of 1776; but his analysis
could also be applied rather fruitfully to Antonio N arifio in his
revolt against Spain.
Jose Antonio Ignacio Vicente N arifio was baptised on March
20, 1760. He was married on March 27, 1780. On July 23, 1789,
he was recommended to the post of treasurer of the tithes by
lCrane Brinton, The Anatomy of Revoli1tio1i (New York, 1938).
2/bid., 63.
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Viceroy Josef Espeleta. 3 It was during these years of his growth
to manhood and responsible public office that Spain was making
very extensive changes in the social, economic and political
structure of her American empire: such changes as the expulsion
of the Jesuits in 1767, the adoption in 1778 of modified "free
trade" for the coloniest and the super-imposition of the French
Intendancy system upon the vice-regal system after 1765 4
These reforms, primarily intended to enlighten and improve
the Spanish empire, in keeping with the prevailing trend of
"enlightened" monarchies of Europe of this period, were duly
reported by the Viceroys in their official reports known as "Relaciones de Mando." 5 Many lesser known, yet perhaps more
subtly important changes and reforms were carried out in Latin
America at this time by Viceroy de Solis and Viceroy Messia
de Cerda. Such changes were: the construction of roads, bridges,
hospitals, missions, the first systematic census, appointment of
a commission to plan and divide up the work, an outline of a
policy and a budget, and plans to aid the production of tobacco,
cocoa, and cotton to bring in revenue that would replace the
large tax income from the overused and dangerous alcoholic
"aguardiente de cafia". 6 Recommendations were made for the
development of an Atrato river sea level canal from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. 7
Many other evidences of improvements in business and government on all sides accentuate the apparent paradox that both
the Oomunero revolt of the masses and the independent movement
of the classes took place in an era of accelerating change and
improvement. Business was improving, agriculture was improving, highways were improving, population was increasing, gold
mining in the Atrato river area was increasing, and education
was improving. But then came war with England in 1779, and not
only the expected higher taxes, but, also, the familiar curtailment of civilian improvements and shift of operating expenses
to the wasteful, non-productive activities of a nation at war.
Money once being spent to build highways, merchant ships,
3Eduardo Posada and Pedro M. Ibanez, El Prernrsor; Docmnentos sabre la
vida publica y privada del General Antonio Narino, Biblioteca de Historia
Nacional (Bogota, 1903), II, 3-16.
4 J. M. Henao and Gerardo Arrubla, History of Colombia, trans. by J. Fred
Rippy (Chapel Hill, 1938), 143-145. Clarence H. Haring, T he Spanish Empire
in America (New York, 1947) , 340-345. Herbert I. Priestley, Jose de Galvez,
Visitor-General of New Spain, 1765-1771 (Berkeley, 1916) .
5Eduardo Posada and Pedro M. Ibanez, Relaciones de Manda, Biblioteca
de H istoria N acional ( Bogota, 1910), VIII.
6Jbid., 95.
7Jbid., 106.
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schools and hospitals was diverted to fortifications, cruisers,
militia companies and Generals' and Admirals' salaries.8 At the
very same time that murmurs were heard in the capital against
rising prices and taxes, the Vice-Regal guard roster was unaccountably lowered "until it comprised a ridiculously small handful of fifteen or twenty old men who scarcely knew how to raise
a halberd". 9 The tax collectors, customarily dishonest, became
tactless and ruthless as well until they stirred up an angry flood
of lampooners, printing anonymous criticisms and threats who
soon stirred the mob to open revolt. 10
The conscientious administrations of Guirior and Flores,
though part of a continuous improvement in colonial administration in New Granada, was indirectly the immediate cause of the
C omunero revolt of the masses in 1781. Though taxes on tobacco
and "aguardiente" were not appreciably increased, it was the
more efficient collection of existing taxes which caused the masses
to revolt.
Unfortunately, neither Viceroy Flores nor Viceroy Pifieres
made an official Relacion of the critical period of the Comunero
revolt. But their successor, Archbishop and Viceroy Don Antonio Caballero y Gongora, who played the major role in suppressing the revolt, wrote a very full Relacion in 1789. This
Relacion indicates very clearly that the real fear of the masses
was not so much fear of the new taxes as it was :fear of a more
efficient collection of old taxes. Thus the mob might shout
"death to bad government and long live the king" and yet,
ironically, it was not a bad inefficient government which they had
most to fear, but the more efficient government of the more conscientious Viceroys of this enlightened period. 11 A declaration of
a new tax in addition to all other taxes was the straw that broke
the camel's back and in this case determined the mob to riot in
protest at the extra burden.
It is not entirely clear what part Antonio N arifio played in
the Comwnero revolt. Archbishop Caballero y Gongora, also
a later Viceroy, stated in his R elacion that he felt quite sure the
revolting masses in Socorro were directed by highly placed persons within the capital. 12 Certainly the flood of anonymous
ridicule and criticism of the government in the "pasquines"
s Ibid., 199-205.
9/bid., 205.
lORaimundo Rivas, El Andante Caballero Don Antonio N ariiio (Bogota,
1936), 33.
11 Eduardo Posada and P. M. Ibanez, Los C omuneros ( Bogota, 1905).
12Posada and Ibanez. Relaciones, 205.
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which preceded the actual revolt of 1780 bear close resemblence
to the "pasquines" that were contemporary with the publication
by Narifio of the Rights of Man and the Citizen which accompanied the aboritive revoltion of 1794. It also appears that the
young creole requested permission to resign his commission as
second lieutenant in the city militia after witnessing the brutal
hanging and quartering of the Coniunero leaders, who had quietly
disbanded their victorious armies following the sacred oath
of the Archbishop given to them at a special High Mass, in
which the Archbishop had promised that the requests of the
C01nune1•os for lower taxes and an end to government monopolies
would be carried out immediately.13
The fourteen years between the Coniunero revolt of 1780 and
Narifio's printing of the Rights of Man and The Citizen in 1794
were prosperous years for New Granada and for N arifio. Under
Viceroy Ezpeleta ( 1789-1797), friend and patron of N arifio and
of the Enlightenment, schools were improved and secularized;
a school for girls was established; Bufl'on and Linnaeus were
taught for the first time; epidemics of small pox were reduced
by vaccination for the first time ;14 the Atrato river gold fields
were opened to direct navigation to Europe, and the government
sponsored the first local periodical, the Papel P eri6dico de la
Ciudad de Santa Fe Bogota, which was almost entirely devoted
to spreading the most advanced ideas of the Enlightenment. 15
The introduction of a printing press, the building of a new
theater, the encouragement of new learning, new ideas and new
hopes-all were undoubtedly factors contributing to a desire for
fewer restrictions, more improvements and faster evolution of
reform,-in a word, revolution. The leaders who were to organize
the revolution had, besides a theatre and a printing press, a
medium for organizing and propagating their plans-the
tertulias. 16
The potential revolutionary cells; the tertulias, were usually
social gatherings somewhat comparable to French "salons." They
had as their objective the improvement of literature, agriculture, industry or just "buen gusto", good taste. Besides wishing
to improve "Man" in his varied aspects-the sooner the betterthey wished to express their ideas in print, and thus freedom of
the press became an absolute necessity for this society of a fast13Raimundo Rivas, El Andante Caballero, 33.
14Posada and Ibanez, R elaciones, 332-337.
150tero Munoz, Historia dcl P eri6dis111 0 en Colombia (Bogota. 1936) , 14-19.
16Jose M. Vergara y Vergara, La Historia de la Literatura En Nueva
Granada (Bogota, 1931), V, 52.
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changing world, something to fight for if necessary. If a tertulia
was one aspect of growing organization, the printed journal
proved another. In fact, each journal was usually the printed
voice of a particular tertulia. It is thus not surprising to find
that N arifio, once in a high position of authority as treasurer
of the tithes and monopolizer of the quinine export, was also
leader of a tertulia and owner of a press called the lmprenta
Patri6tica, authorized by the Viceroy to print the Papel
Peri6dico for the Eutropelica tertulia of Manuel Socono Rodriguez, beginning with the eighty-sixth weekly issue on April 19,
1793. 17
The Eutropelica tertulia, which operated quite openly, with
no secret as to members or purpose, included many men who later
played leading parts in the wars of independence as revolutionists, but who were known chiefly at this time as outstanding
scientists. Dr. Jose Celestino Mutis was one of the most outstanding members of the Eutropelica. 18
About 1789, a tertulia of somewhat different character began
to meet in the home of N arifio. Prominent among the members
of the Oasino, the open tertulia at N arifio's, was a recently arrived Frenchman Dr. Luis de Rieux, who helped to set up an
inner or secret tertulia called El Santuario. 19 The purpose o:f
the Oasino was "to establish in this city a club of learned men
following the example of some of those they have in the Casinos
of Venice which include the following purposes: the members
meet in a comfortable room, and having read published papers,
they spend the rest of the evening in searching for the best newspapers, foreign gazettes, encyclopaedic periodicals and other
publications of this sort, as the members may decide. At predetermined hours they will get together, read to each other,
criticize each others' papers and converse about other authors.
In this fashion they can pass a few hours well-entertained and
with self-improvement". 20 An analysis of the first ten young
men to join Narifio's society show them to be most unlikely
candidates for two hour armchair sessions. Seven were bachelors,
six were nobles, and only three of the ten were over thirty 21
These young men seemed more fitted to fight a revolution against
Spain than to read papers, and indeed that is what they were
planning behind their camouflaged learned society.
17Eduardo Posada, Bibliografia Bogotana (Bogota, 1917), 17.
18Muiioz, Historio del Periodismo, 18.
19Rivas, El Andante Caballero, 39.
20Posada and Ibaiiez, El Prewrsor, 17.
21/bid., 119.
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Two 0£ N arifio's inner group were ardent admirers 0£ the
French Revolution, perhaps masons and apparently antichurch.22 These two, Dr. Luis de Rieux and Don Pedro Fermin
de Vargas from the old Conimunero center 0£ Socorro, were apparently on good terms with Viceroy Ezpeleta, who seems to have
been somewhat lax in suppressing the entry of forbidden books
which soon began to pile up in great numbers at Dr. Rieux's
hacienda of La E gipciaca in La Honda, and in N arifio's home
in the capital. While talking openly of the plays of Racine, the
inner members secretly admired the French Revolution and laid
plans to imitate it through their organization called El Santuario. Part of their plan called for the creation of an independent republic 0£ New Granada. 23
Within the membership of El Santuario there was established
a very secret society called Arcano Sublime de la Filantropia
whose constitution was carefully locked up in the desk of N arifio's
friend and relative Dr. Jose Antonio Ricaurte. This group centered around two units or axes designated "power" and "wealth."
Its three leaders-director, censor, and warden-had direction
of other members who never knew each other but knew only the
man above them to whom they were responsible and to whom
they swore blind obedience. All members also swore blind obedience directly to the cause which, though never stated, was
probably independence. 24 The principal cell in the capital had
the sole right of establishing subsidiary cells of the Arcano in
provincial cities of the viceroyalty. The members were to understand that they must maintain the most absolute secrecy about
the real purpose of the society which was different from that
which might be openly assumed. N arifio's tertulia would also
serve as a meeting place for likeminded foreigners, such as the
Quitefio, Francisco Eugenio de Santa Cruz y Espejo, who suggested a coordinated revolution to establish the independence of
the whole continent as outlined in an Escuela de Concordia.
It was apparently in the latter part of 1793, while the French
Revolution was approaching the bloody climax of the Terror
that N arifio decided on the somewhat daring and perhaps foolish
plan of committing his revolutionary plans to print by translating and printing a copy of the French Declaration of The
Rights of Man And The Citizen. Up to this point, the enlightened viceroy had been on the best of terms with his collector of
tithes and had apparently permitted the importation of forbidden
22Rivas, El Andante Caballero,
23 Ibid., 88-91.
24[bid., 92-93.
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books-perhaps so he could read them himself; but to put such
anti-royalist ideas in print was another matter and could not be
ignored. The printing of the incendiary French document was
a turning point, both in the life of N ariiio and in that of Spanish
America, and it therefore deserves minute inspection.
If we see in N ariiio that phenomenon which Brinton calls
"the desertion of the intellectual". 25 Ezpeleta seems to fit
the pattern of the enlightened but uncertain ruling-class official who alternated between attempts at reform from above and
suppression by force of revolts emanating from below. As we
have already seen, Ezpeleta permitted N ariiio to collect a vast
library of "heretical" and "revolutionary" books. But Ezpeleta
further aided the movement for republicanism, independence and
revolution in permitting his captain of the guard, Cayetano
Ramirez de Arellano, to read and pass on to N ariiio the third
volume of Salart de Montjoie's Paris edition of the History of
the Constitutional Assembly. 26 In that volume N ariiio found
that most concise statement of the natural right of man to equal
justice, to liberty, to property and to the right to upset any government unable or unwilling to support its citizens in these
rights. This famous document is conveniently brief. It occupies
only two and one-half printed pages in Eduardo Posada's El
Precursor, and it was this very briefness which led N ariiio into
his plan of printing and distributing three or four hundred
copies to his friends and fellow revolutionaries.
Neither N ariiio's purpose in printing the document, nor the
precise circumstances of the printing are entirely clear. Perez
Sarmiento has gathered together seventy-four documents from
the archives of the Indies at Seville covering the judicial records
concerning the lawsuit initiated against N ariiio during the years
1794-1807.27 From these and other sources, writers have pieced
together a picture of what actually happened, and they seem
to agree more or less on the following story.
Having read the Rights of Man And The Citizen, Nariiio
withdrew to his inner study, the Santuario, to translate it into
Spanish. He knew that both the Supreme Council of the Indies
and the Tribunal of the Inquisition of Cartagena-had prohibited
the reading of the document and had ordered its destruction if
found in New Granada. But, having translated the Rights Of
Man and T lie Citizen, N ariiio proceeded to print about one
25Brinton, op. cit., 52-63.
26Rivas, El Andante Caballero, 97-98.
27Perez Sarmiento, Proceso de Nariiio (Cadiz, 1914), 19.
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hundred copies of it on his press, La Patri6tica, the same press
which printed the government sponsored Papel Peri6dico. His
instructions for buying paper seem to indicate that he intended
originally to print five hundred copies. 28 The printer, Don Diego
Espinosa de los Monteros, would give no trouble for two reasons:
he was young and an enthusiastic admirer of the republican,
N arifio; second, most of his pay came directly from N arifio's
personal funds.
All was quiet in the printing office during the early Sunday
morning late in December, 1793. An Indian boy had brought
the paper and Don Antonio was quieting the qualms of the
easily convinced Espinosa. He argued first that he, N arifio, would
be solely responsible and, second, that as owner of the government press he could print anything without previous censorship
if it were not more than one page, quarto fold. 29
When the translation was finished, the two aristocratic printers
added, on page four, comments in praise of the French doctrine
and finished the whole in the same elegant style used in their
vice-regal documents-expensive paper, good ink, broad margins-truly a work of art. All but two of the copies of this
famous document were destroyed and those two priceless treasures have not yet been found! Eduardo Posada gives N arifio's
testimony in full in his defensa, in which he explains how he
sold one copy, gave one away and burned the rest when he
discovered that their possesion might cost him his life. 30
Why the originally contemplated four or five hundred copies
were not printed on that fateful Sunday can easily be understood
from a glimpse at the picture of the extremely primitive handpress with which the revolutionaries did their work. 31 It may
also be true that N arifio had decided that the revolution he
planned would already have broken out successfully before the
government could start a lawsuit or take other action to silence
his press. 32 Unfortunately the printers were mistaken. Their
action was to lead to endless lawsuits, jailings and martyrdoms
first; and to their dream of revolution and independence only
after a generation of bloodshed.
28Rivas, El Andante Caballero, p. 100.
2 9 Ibid., 101.
30Posada and Ibanez, El Precursor, 95. J. T. Medina accepts this testimony
as true, basing his reasoning on tbe failure of all pesquisas of the Holy Office
in their attempts to locate a copy. J. T. Medina, L a Imprenta en B ogota
( Santiago de Chile, 1904) , 45.
31Perez Sarmiento, Proceso de N ariiio, 72.
32Rivas, El Andante Caballero, 102.

CONSTITUTION
I
The name of this organization shall be The South Carolina Historical
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II
The objects of the Association shall be to promote historical studies in the
State of South Carolina; to bring about a closer relationship among persons
living in this State who are interested in history; and to encourage the
preservation of historical records.

III
Any person approved by the executive committee may become a member
by paying $4.00 and after the first year may continue a member by paying
an annual fee of $4.00.
IV
The officers shall be a president, a vice-president, and a secretary and
treasurer who shall be elected by ballot at each regular annual meeting. A list
of nominations shall be presented by the executive committee, but nominations
from the floor may be made. The officers shall have the duties and perform
the functions customarily attached to their respective offices with such others
as may from time to time be prescribed.

V
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